
street at the same me?” Our mid‐brain and 

central nervous system just take over in situa‐

ons like that and “we” o en func on more 

effec vely than we would if we were to try to 

stop and think through every step. The amyg‐

dala and mid‐brain make all the calcula ons in 

a split second and executes a plan of ac on 

without any conscious control from us.   

 Dan Goleman, author of the best‐selling 

books on Emo onal Intelligence calls this as an 

amygdala hijack. Because of how our brains 

evolved over eons, the amygdala gets sensory 

informa on before the PFC and some mes 

chooses (in a way that is beyond our control to 

stop) to react to this informa on BEFORE the 

PFC has fully interpreted it. We no ce this in 

the woods when a curvy s ck that only looks 

like a snake causes us momentarily to believe it 

IS a snake because the amygdala sounds the 

alarm a second or two before the PFC kicks in 

with the correct interpreta on: IT’S JUST A 

STICK!  

  Up un l about 50 years ago, west‐

ern scien sts would have said, you can’t self‐

regulate your autonomic nervous system. The 

name autonomic nervous system implies that 

it’s supposed to run on auto‐pilot with no 

conscious control exercised by you. Then 

Western scien sts in the 60’s and 70’s like Dr. 

Elmer Green of the Menninger Founda on 

went to India to study eastern mys cs and 

swamis and discovered that these contempla‐

ves could alter their heart rate, skin temper‐

ature and metabolism with nothing more 

than their thoughts. 

 This ability to self‐regulate the nervous 

system fits right in with our discussion last 

week of the triune brain. Understanding the 

strange hierarchy of the triune brain helps us 

also understand how to gain conscious con‐

trol over certain aspects of our nervous sys‐

tem that we once thought were beyond our 

power to control. Your thinking brain is the 

prefrontal cortex or PFC (see last weeks blog) 

and even though it sits at the top of nervous 

system’s hierarchy, it doesn’t always run the 

show.   

 Some mes the amygdala and the middle 

brain takeover the controls. And you can liter‐

ally feel this happening in a near‐miss car acci‐

dent, when you say to yourself a erwards: 

“How did I manage to avoid that oncoming 

car and not hit the kid that was crossing the 
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 So, with our amygdala capable of hi‐

jacking the thinking brain at any moment, 

how does a mountain climber override his 

amygdala while climbing a 3000‐foot 

sheer cliff without any ropes or safety 

equipment? Perhaps you’ve heard about 

the new documentary movie “Free Solo” 

about a climber named Alex Honnold who 

did just that. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 One thing you will learn from watch‐
ing this 12‐minute NY Times video about 
the making of that documentary, is that 
the climber perfected the route up the 
face of El Capitan in Yosemite Na onal 
Park and prac ced it many mes WITH 
ROPES and with Safety equipment before 
a emp ng the free solo climb. In other 
words, it was only a er he’d successfully 
learned the climb and thoroughly trained 
his nervous system to be comfortable 
with it that he was able to do make 
the same climb without any safety back 
up. In this case his brain is literally chang‐
es in response to experience.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 That in a nutshell is how we retrain or 

sculpt our own nervous systems. Next week 

I’ll bring us back down to earth by exploring 

how we can do this sculp ng technique to 

master less scary tasks like public speaking 

or learning a new sport like skiing or even 

dealing with a phobia like fear of flying. 

What we’ll be exploring next week is a hot 

topic in brain science called neuroplas city. 

What most people don’t know about neuro‐

plas city is that we can shape (or sculpt) our 

brains in a good way, (and lower our stress 

like Alex did) but we can also shape (or 

sculpt) them in a bad way (and increase our 

stress). 

 In next month’s ar cle we’ll show you 

how to minimize the bad and maximize the 

good. 


